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Static brain images in a patient with subdural empyema showed findings similar to those of a subdural hematoma. The rapid-sequence study, however, showed increased peripheral activity on the affected side. Since this finding suggested an inflammatory process, further neuroradiologic evaluation and immediate surgical treatment were undertaken. The significance of the rapid-sequence study in subdural empyema has not been reported previously.


Increased activity in a cerebral radionuclide rapid-sequence study has been associated with several conditions, such as arteriovenous malformations, some primary and metastatic brain tumors (1), and cerebral infarcts with abundant perfusion (2,3). We have recently studied a patient with subdural empyema whose rapid-sequence study and whose static images showed increased activity in the region of empyema.

CASE REPORT

A 19-year-old man was admitted for evaluation of seizures. Two weeks before admission, he had developed bilateral headaches. A few days after the onset of headaches, he was seen in an emergency room, where radiographs revealed frontal sinusitis; he was treated as an outpatient with antibiotics and analgesics. The headaches persisted and he developed vomiting, sweating, and chills. He subsequently had a generalized seizure and was admitted.

Physical examination revealed a temperature of 38°C, pulse of 80/min, and blood pressure of 130/90 mm Hg. The rest of the physical examination, including the neurologic system, was normal. Laboratory data included a white blood count of 7,700/mm³, with a normal differential. Lumbar puncture yielded a clear colorless fluid with 62 mononuclear cells/mm³, 38 polymorphonuclear cells/mm³, protein of 111 mg/dl, sugar 70 mg/dl, and no organisms on smear or culture. Polytomes of the paranasal sinuses revealed bony destruction at the inner table of the left frontal sinus. An electroencephalogram showed nonfocal and nonlateralizing slow bursts anteriorly and temporally. Computed cranial tomography (CCT), with and without contrast, was interpreted as normal. An anterior rapid-sequence study after intravenous administration of 15 mCi of ⁹⁹ᵐTc-pertechnetate (Fig. 1) showed increased activity at the right convexity region compared to the left. The static images (Fig. 2), obtained 45 min after injection, also revealed increased activity over the right convexity, the abnormality being visualized only in the anterior and posterior images. A second CCT, performed after the radionuclide brain imaging and 3 days after the first CCT, showed marked ventricular shift with an area of decreased density overlying the frontal and right parietal regions. The first CCT, in retrospect, did show some contrast enhancement in the frontal area. A right carotid arteriogram showed an extracerebral fluid collection overlying the right cerebral hemisphere and an epidural fluid collection in the frontal area.

A right frontotemporal craniotomy was performed. A small epidural abscess was found, confined to the frontal area just above the frontal sinus. The subdural space was opened and pus was found extending posteriorly over the convexity. The organism was identified as an anaerobic streptococcus.
DISCUSSION

Epidural abscess is a rare entity, usually iatrogenic in origin, which has also been reported to result from osteomyelitis of the skull secondary to frontal sinus infection (4). The patient described in this report had a small epidural abscess confined to the frontal area. This abscess was unlikely to explain the abnormalities seen on the rapid-sequence study and static images.

Subdural empyema comprises 13–25% of all localized intracranial bacterial infections (5–8) and is usually confined over one hemisphere (7,8). Most commonly, subdural empyema is related to the intracranial spread of infection from the paranasal sinuses (5,6,8,9). The cerebrospinal fluid findings are variable but generally unremarkable unless the condition is associated with meningitis (5,8,10). The mortality is relatively high if recognition and surgical drainage are delayed (5,6,11). The diagnosis of subdural empyema by radionuclide brain scanning has had variable success (8,12,13). Commonly the images show an area of increased activity over the convexity, simulating the pattern seen with subdural hematoma. In our case, however, the rapid-sequence study showed increased activity on the affected side, suggesting that this abnormality was not a subdural hematoma. This increased activity was probably related to increased blood flow in the area of inflammation, since increased blood flow and vascularity have long been associated with acute inflammation (14). The radionuclide study prompted further neuroradiologic evaluation and surgery, with subsequent relief.
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SNM TECHNOLOGIST SECTION
FOURTH ANNUAL WINTER MEETING

January 28–30, 1977

Hilton Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

The Fourth Annual Meeting of the Technologist Section of the Society of Nuclear Medicine will be held in Las Vegas on January 28–30, 1977. The Las Vegas Hilton will provide excellent facilities for the meetings and a variety of entertainment in the evenings.

The workshops will be in the following areas: Education, Administration, Radioimmunoassay, and Imaging. There will be a “hands on” workshop with several portable scintillation cameras, a “hands on” RIA workshop which will cover a variety of procedures, and a session on making your own slide–tape presentations. Some information will also be presented on how to get local meetings approved for credit under the VOICE program. Many other topics of current interest will also be developed.

Continuing education certificates will be awarded.

For further information and registration forms, please contact:

Technologist Section, Society of Nuclear Medicine
475 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016

SNM TECHNOLOGIST SECTION
24th Annual Meeting

June 20–23, 1977

McCormick Place
Chicago, Illinois

SECOND CALL FOR TECHNOLOGIST SCIENTIFIC EXHIBITS

The Technologist Program Committee invites the submission of abstracts of exhibits for the 24th Annual Meeting. Applications are welcomed from all technologists. The Committee also welcomes exhibits that compliment presented papers on the program.

All exhibits will be illuminated by available room light. There will be no provisions for transillumination, e.g., viewboxes. The exhibit should be mounted on poster board not exceeding 30 × 30 in. No more than two boards may be entered for a subject. Exhibits should be clearly titled. Submit the following information with your application: exhibitor’s name and affiliation, title of exhibit (10 words maximum), abstract (100 words), dimensions (maximum of 2 boards not exceeding 30 × 30 in.).

First, Second, and Third place awards will be presented to the three most outstanding exhibits. These will be judged on the basis of scientific merit, originality, display format, and appearance.

For additional information contact Paul E. Christian, Division of Nuclear Medicine, University of Utah Medical Center, 50 North Medical Drive, Salt Lake City, UT 84132; tel. (801) 581-2121.

DEADLINE: April 15, 1977